Inuti

The Foundation Inuti runs a daily activity center according to LSS, the law of support and service for some disabled persons.

We work with artistically talented individuals with intellectual disabilities and individuals within the autismspectrum. Inuti has three studios in the center of Stockholm. Inuti Lilla Essingen and Inuti Kungsholmen and Inuti Västerbroplan.

We believe that each and every one should have the opportunity to work within their capacity and develop at their own pace. Respect for artistic and personal freedom is important to us. We want to offer a possibility for human and artistic growth through concentrated work – in a creative and allowing atmosphere.

In the studios we work with painting, sculpture, textile, graphic art, photo, installations, performances and more – with professional artistic guidance.

Within our studios, artists and staff together run two social cooperatives. Regular meetings and work within the cooperatives and the daily activity centers create a platform for participation and assure a democratic structure.

We constantly seek new creative forms with all the artists and their deepening artistic expression. Inuti-artists have possibilities to show their art at different chosen occasions and thereby meet an audience. Art is communication.

Inuti runs an outreaching activity, with exhibitions, projects and workshops. We often work together with professional artists and artisans, artinstitutions and museums. We aim to interact in society and cultural life through artevents, arranged by us or others.

We are part of European Outsider Art Association (EOA), as well as a Nordic network and other national networks. Our big international network opens new doors to the world around us. It enables travelling and exchanges between the members.

Inuti also has an art gallery, Inuti Galleri, and an art collection, Inuti Collection, containing more than 400 interesting pieces of art made at the Inuti studios. The collection is unique in its kind in Sweden. The art in the collection is regularly exhibited and is also available at our homepage as well as for research.

www.inuti.se